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John Romano – “Shohin Larch Group Planting”   

Zoom Meeting 
Saturday, March 20, 2021, 10:00 am  

Make your own refreshments  
 

John comes to us from West Kingston, RI, where he has been working on bonsai for over 40 
years. Much of that time, he has been associated with the New England Bonsai Gardens in some 
respect. John now is the instructor of the bonsai school, Kaikou School of Bonsai that is offered 
through NEBG (https://kaikou.nebonsai.com/). John has studied nationally and internationally with 
world renown artists, including Kenji Miyata, Hiromi Tsukada, Mitsuo Matsuda, Jun Imabayashi, and 
Nobuichi Urushibata. 

Many bonsai artists, once established, become “known” for one thing. John is no different; 
although he actively works with trees of all sizes and styles, he is often recognized as “that shohin 
guy”. John has displayed his individual trees and shohin compositions at both national and 
international shows and has won numerous awards. He is a regular contributor to International 
Bonsai; picking up the regular shohin article after Dorie Froning retired; as well as publishing in 
Bonsai Today, Journal of the American Bonsai Society and Journal for Bonsai Clubs International. 

Program: He will be working on repotting a group of shohin larch that he has been developing to 
be a group planting on a rock. He will discuss with us repotting techniques, developing group 
plantings, and care and development of larch bonsai. He is also one of the originators of the term 
“sumo /shohin bonsai” and if we want, he will talk about what he considers to be sumo shohin. 
 
Attending the Meeting 
We will be using the same method for meeting as we 
did in January and February. Click on the link below, 
or go to URL:  
 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89751785227?pwd=NHhn
RlVLTjJRQ1o2R1pBQ21MZnprUT09 
 
If asked for a passcode use: 431261.   
We will meet from 10:00 am to 12:00  
If you have any questions on using Zoom, please see 
our January newsletter.   
You must be a paid member to participate in the 
Zoom meetings.  Update concerning joining our 
Zoom meetings: Once you use the URL and 
Passcode to join the meeting, you will be placed into 
a “waiting room”. You will remain in the waiting room 
until you are identified as a paying member of the 
club.  At that time you will be admitted to the meeting. 
In order for you to be recognized, you must have 
your Zoom name that at least includes your last 
name. If your Zoom account does not have 
something with your last name in it, you can send 

your Zoom “name” to Rob at shenking@msn.com 
and he will put it on the list of paid members. 
Dues are Due! 

Last month there was no exclamation point.  This 
month, there is!  If you haven’t already, plan to get 
your 2020/21 dues paid soon – this month is it!  
There is only one dues payment for combined 2020 
and 2021, but you need to pay for one or the other.  
The deadline is the end of March at which time the 
membership roll will be cleaned up.  Also, make sure 
your checks/cash are accompanied by the 
information sheet so we can maintain accurate 
records.  Please complete the form available with the 
January Newsletter or on the BBS website and return 
it with a check made out to Brandywine Bonsai 
Society to: 
 Greg Kanaskie 
 133 North Wawaset Rd. 
 West Chester, PA 19382 
 
Is it Springtime already? 

I cannot believe that I’ll be taking my trees out of 
winter storage in 4 – 6 weeks and tropicals in about 
8. My trees are already set to go. My Japanese 
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quince has both leaves and flowers that are going 
like crazy. My dwarf Korean lilacs are starting to leaf 
out and the flower buds are swollen. The leaf buds 
on my hornbeams, Chinese elms and maples are 
greening up. As far as the conifers, the buds on my 
larch are waking up, while my yews have turned back 
to a very healthy green. Lastly, my azaleas have 
gone from their red winter colors back to their normal 
green. 

What does this all mean? It means that I’ll start 
repotting very soon (by the time you get this, I 
probably will have already started). This year, I have 
more decisions to make. Do I follow what I’ve 
originally learned 25 years ago, do I follow what I 
read last fall in an article in Bonsai Focus, or do I use 
what I just learned from Michael Hagedorn? If I follow 
what I did originally because it has worked in the 
past, how do I not know that the other ways might 
have worked better?  

Conclusion: As always, I will learn what to do if I 
just take the time to listen to my trees.                Rob 

Note added by Steve Ittel:  About half my trees 
are already out and getting some of that nice sun.  All 
of the pines and junipers can handle the light freezes 
we might get.  So can maples and a few others.   
 
Pine Trio in Nature 

This picture is of three magnificent pines that 
used to be on Rt 141 at the corner of Nemours 
Hospital.  The picture was taken in 2006 just before 

they and the farmhouse behind were taken down to 
widen Route 141 and put in an overpass.   

I had always admired that grouping.  Each tree 
was stately by itself.  The tops of the trees were no 
longer pointed, having reached their ultimate height 
and rounding off to maximize the competition 
between growing and getting enough water to the top 
of the tree.   

Together they formed a wonderful grouping.  
Notice how the overall outline of foliage is like a 
deciduous tree.  

Did this grouping, with the nearby path, inspire 
Charlie Mitchel’s group planting?  For those new 
members not familiar with Charlie or this notable 
bonsai grouping, I will point out that it is potted in a 
painted metal garbage can lid with a white turkey grit 
pathway through the trees.  Removal of the handle 
from the lid provided drainage.  It was a hit at many 
BBS shows.  Fred also planted his trees in hub caps 
and other assorted items.  His cascade planting 
needed some elevation, so he used a molcajete, the 
Mexican, three-legged, lava bowl commonly used to 
serve guacamole in some Mexican restaurants.   

 
Trees in Nature 

This is hopefully the beginning of a new series in 
our newsletters.  We recently asked that members 
share photos of trees found in nature that inspire 
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them in their bonsai artistry.  Hopefully, they can be 
your own photos, but photos of others are 
acceptable.  It would be nice if you provided some 
commentary about the photo:  Where it is?  What do 
you like about it?  Etc?   
 
Haiuku Contribution 
Anticipation! 
Seasonal repairs await. 
Agggh...Global Warming 

Jim DeBastiani 
 
Limerick Challenge (New Feature) 
There once was a pine from Nantucket... 
Collected and put in a bucket. 
That's not a pine 
It is far more sublime 
Let me know if you want to chuck it. 

First line Challenge by Roberta Carlson 
Completed by Steve Ittel 

Alternatives welcome. 
 
New Limerick Challenge 
I ordered a tree from Japan... 

Challenge to all by Steve Ittel 
 
Classified Ads 

Due to online alternatives, dwindling 
subscriptions and higher competition for 
advertising dollars, many newspapers and 
newsletters are going under.  One has to be 
creative (or foolhardy) to stay in the business.   

Responding to a suggestion, the BBS 
Newsletter is now willing to accept classified 
advertising.  Those members with items for sale 
can list individual items or general list of products 
available.  Please include preferred method of 
contact, payment and shipping.   

 


